
Accounting Cycle:  Students in library w/accounting books & laptops 

Students 1:  Breida, how are you doing with today’s homework applying 

the accounting cycle. 

Student 2:  Great – with a little practice, accounting is easy.  There’s just 

10 steps in the accounting cycle. 

Students 1:  You’re right.  The first step is to analyze and record 

transactions in the journal using the double entry accounting system. 

Student 2:  And that’s not hard, because accounting transactions all have 

source documents.  You can’t miss them. 

Students 1:  And step 2 is to periodically post the journal entries to their 

accounts in the general ledgers.   

Student 2:  Step 3 is just a quick check.  We prepare an unadjusted trial 

balance.  This makes sure that there’s no errors and that debits equal 

credits.   

Students 1:  Since we are doing accrual accounting, where we match 

revenues earned with the expenses of earning them, we need to update 

some entries.  That’s step 4. 

Student 2:  We have to adjust accounts like prepaid expense, unearned 

revenue, accrued revenue, and accrued expenses. 

Students 1:  Yes, and we have to spread investments in property, plant, 

and equipment over their useful lives – we need to record depreciation. 

Student 2:  Step 5 is optional, but it can be a good idea to prepare an end-

of-period worksheet.  It shows the how adjustments affect our accounts. 

Students 1:  Step 6:  Now that we’ve planned our adjustments, we 

journalize them in the general journal and post each to the general ledger. 

Student 2:  Accountants double-check their work.  Step 7 is preparing an 

adjusted trial balance. 

Students 1:  Step 8 is organizing, summarizing and reporting with 

financial statements:  An income statement, statement of owner’s equity, 

and then a balance sheet. 

Student 2:  Step 9 is to journalize and post the closing entries.  Then we 

close our temporary accounts:  The revenue and expense accounts and the 

owner’s drawing are set back to zero. 

Students 1:  And then we check our accuracy one last time.  Step 10 is a 

post-closing trial balance.  Then we are ready to repeat the cycle for the 
next accounting cycle. 


